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ABSTRACT
The general approach for quantum algorithm (QA) simulation on classical computer is
introduced. Efficient fast algorithm and corresponding software (SW) for simulation of Grover's
quantum search algorithm (QSA) in large unsorted database is presented. Comparison with
common QA simulation approach is demonstrated. Hardware (HW) design method of main
quantum operators that are used in simulation of QA is described. Grover’s QSA as benchmark of
HW design method application is presented. This approach demonstrates the possibility of
classical efficient simulation of quantum algorithm gates (QAG). Demo of HW-prototype for 3qubit Grover’ quantum searching algorithm is presented.
Keywords: Quantum algorithm gate, classical efficient simulation, fast algorithm, hardware
implementation

1. INTRODUCTION
We describe simulation and design method of main quantum operators, and HW
implementation of QAG for fast search in large database and related topics concerning the control
of a process, including search-of-minimal intelligent operations. This method is very useful for
minimal efforts of searching among a set of values and in particular is the first step for the
realization of a HW control systems exploiting artificial intelligence in order to control a nonlinear process in a robust way or in order to search in a database efficiently. The presented HW
performs all the functional steps of the Grover’s QSA. By suitable changes of traditional matricial
approach, a modular n-qubit-hybrid structure is realized in order to prove the usefulness of
iterations of the gate, which provide a higher probability of exact solution finding. A minimumentropy based method is adopted as a termination condition criterion and realized in a digital part
together with display output.
The possibility of providing an external clock signal for iteration management allows us to
implement a very fast Grover’s QSA, many times faster than the corresponding software (SW)
realization [1], and less sensitive to qubits increment. In general, any QA can be represented as a
circuit of smaller quantum gates as it is demonstrated on the Figure 1a [2]. Using transformation
rules described in [2] the circuit can be transformed into the corresponding quantum gate (Figure
1b). After applying the transformation procedures we can design hardware structure Figure 1c
and corresponding electronic circuit presented in Figure 1d. Figure 1e shows the computer
assembly simulation process of the Grover’s quantum gate using the result presented in Figure 1a
and 1b for different combinations of input functions.

2. HW IMPLEMENTATION OF MAIN QUANTUM ALGORITHM OPERATORS
It has been found [3 - 5] a new method and circuit that implements the operations
performed in second and third step of a quantum algorithm (the so-called entanglement and
interference operators), able to perform Grover interference without products. The proposed

circuit, which is one of the first hardware realization of a QA, is also the first one not based on
matrices products but on functional relation between input and output vectors.

Figure 1: Circuit representation and computer assembly of QA gate and corresponding hardware
realization
A general form of the entanglement output vector U F = G in can be the following:

G = [ g1, g 2 ,…, gi ,…, g 2 n+1 ]
where g i = y i ⊕ f
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and yi is the general term of superposition transformed in a suitable

binary value. The so-called superposition vector is fixed if we choose as input the canonical base.
In order to find a suitable input-output relation, some particular properties of matrix Dn⊗I have to
be taken in consideration .The generic element vi of V can be written as follows in function of g i :
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This fact allows a great reduction of the number of operation (and therefore of electronics
components) and consequently a significant increase of computational speed. According to the
proposed high-level scheme [2, 3], our circuit realization can be divided into two main parts:
Part I: Base module. It implements a 3-qubits system and it performs step-by-step calculation of
output values. This part is divided in the following subparts:
a: Entanglement
b: Pre-Interference

c: Interference
d: Modular interface

Part II: Control module. It performs entropy evaluation in [4], vector storing for iterations and
output visualization. This part also provides initial superposition of basis vectors |0> and |1>.
Entanglement operator composed by eight driven switches (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Entanglement circuit

Figure 3: Pre-interference circuit
Referring to Figure 4, the switches (MAX394) present in the circuit are only the odd
ones. They receive the elements of initial superposed vector in couples (Vout1 and VN1, Vout2
and VN2…) and perform the exchange according to the signal coming from the encoder.
The output signals (O1, … , O8) are the odd values of the entangled vector (even values
are correspondent opposite value). These values are summed and scaled (the scaling factor is ¼ in
the case of three qubits) by the OPAMP (see Figure 3), which constitutes the pre-interference

step. The differences among this sum and each one of the elements are performed by the
Interference block, whose structure is reported in Figure 4.

3. MODULAR SYSTEM
In order to realize modular system, some devices has been introduced. First and more
important is operational amplifier (see Figure 5).

Figure 4: Interference circuit

Figure 5: Modular Interface, Increasing qubit

Figure 6: Modular Interface, Module selection and
data conversion

Figure 7: Modular Interface,
Latch

Labels M1, M2, M3 in Figure 5 are joined with corresponding others of different modules,
performing parallel configuration. By this way output of two modules was summed and divided
by 2, which is the result we wish to obtain in order to realize Grover algorithm [2,3] for n + 1
qubits. In fact each module performs three qubits QSA and by adding a second module we can
realize four qubits QSA.Each module must be unequivocally identified through his address (a
selector assign this address on each one), so the control module can send information to a
specified module. The control module [3] send bit stream containing address and data to bus. On
each module there is a device (74HC85A in Figure 6) that compare address sent by CPLD with
the label of module and, if these are equal, allow it to process data.
Therefore these address indicate which modules must be in third state or which other must
communicate through D/A and A/D converters with CPLD (see Figure 7). In order to provide the
target value (element to be find) each base module has a latch able to store it (see Figure 7).
As previously reported the Control module performs entropy evaluation, vector storing for
iterations and output visualization; however its main aim is to manage algorithm iterations.
Control module, that has been realized in digital way (CPLD programmable logic), is able to
communicate with Base Modules through addressing system previously described (see in Figure
6 comparator ‘74HC85A’) and D/A, A/D converters. Figure 8 shows the main board ( n = 3 ) for

Grover’s QSA that realized the modular structure. General methodology of quantum algorithm
gate design and SW simulation results are described in [6-10].

Figure 8: Main 3-qubits board with modular structure

4. SIMULATION RESULTS OF GROVER QSA
Figure 9 shows simulation results of Grover’s QSA after application of each quantum
operator. Initial state Figure 9a is transformed into superposition of all quantum states (Figure
9b). Entanglement operation marks the result by flipping corresponding probability amplitudes
(Figure 9c) and interference extracts the requested state.

Figure 9: Simulation results of Grover’s QSA

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF GROVER QSA BOARD
Figure 10 demonstrates experimental results of the hardware simulation of the Grover’s
QSA. After few iterations the state of the quantum system indicates the necessary solution. As a
termination condition we used minimum of Shannon information entropy criteria [4].

6. CONCLUSIONS
Hardware design of main quantum operators for quantum algorithm gates simulation on
classical computer is developed. Hardware implementation for realization of information criteria

as minimum Shannon entropy for quantum algorithm termination is demonstrated. Simulation
and experimental results of Grover’s QSA with classical hardware board are reported.

Figure 10: Experimental results of Grover’s QSA board
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